Pay
Card
Prescription drug
card program

Nationwide
acceptance

With more than
55,000 participating
pharmacies

The Rx Pay Card prescription drug card program
does not require a health questionnaire and may
be used at over 55,000 participating pharmacies
throughout the United States. For a full list of
prescriptions, visit www.advancedrugcard.com.

The Rx Pay Card program has the
following tiers:
Tier 1 – Generic drugs

Up to $10 per prescription

Tier 2 – Brand name and select generic drugs
Up to $20 per prescription

Tier 3 – Brand name and select generic drugs
Up to $50 per prescription

Tier 4 – Brand name drugs
Discount only

Please note: Not all FDA-approved generic, preferred or brand
name drugs are included in tiers 1, 2, 3 or 4. A complete list of all
drugs included in this program can be found at
www.advancedrugcard.com. Drug pricing and tier position are
subject to change without notice. Tier position and pricing are only
for quantities stated; additional quantities may result in higher cost.
THIS IS NOT AN INSURANCE PRODUCT.
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Frequently Asked Questions

What if the brand name drug I am taking is not discounted?

If you are currently taking a medication that has similar active ingredients or is used to treat the same condition
as a covered prescription on the list, you may be eligible to receive discounts. To take advantage of the
full program savings on listed preferred drugs, you should ask your pharmacist or a doctor to change your
medication, where medically appropriate, to a similar product listed on the covered prescription list.

Is the Rx Pay Card available for child-only use?

Yes. If the Rx Pay Card is for a child only (no adults will be using the card), list the child’s name and information
as the applicant. The parent or legal guardian must sign the enrollment form.

When can I begin saving on my prescription?

The effective date is the day after the administrative office receives your application and your first month’s
payment. Your identification card and member enrollment kit are instantly issued online.

Is the Rx Pay Card available in all states?

The Rx Pay Card is available in all states except California.

How will I know if a generic equivalent is available?

Simply ask your local pharmacist or call the customer service department to find out about generic equivalents
for your prescription. Also, ask your doctor to prescribe generics whenever possible and appropriate. (Your new
member enrollment kit will include helpful materials you can share with your doctor.)

Who administers this product?

The administrator of this product is IHC Health Solutions, a member of The IHC Group. For more than three
decades, member companies of The IHC Group have built a reputation of commitment to the markets they
serve. With more than 1 million customers nationwide, The IHC Group’s focus is to be an innovative partner to
small businesses, individual and families.

Who do I contact for questions?

You may contact customer service at 800-397-5800 for billing and service requests such as cancellations,
address changes, etc. The pharmacy helpline phone number is 800-361-4542.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

If you are not completely satisfied with this program for any reason and have not used your membership, you
may return the Rx Pay Card within 10 days and receive a full refund of the program cost minus any fees. After
10 days of purchase, the program is not refundable.

The brochure provides a brief description of the Rx Pay Card. The program may not include all drugs. The drug list is
subject to additions or deletions without notice. THIS PROGRAM IS NOT INSURANCE. THIS IS NOT A MEDICARE
PRESCRIPTION DRUG PLAN.* This program does not meet the minimum creditable coverage requirements under
M.G.L. c. 111M and 956 CMR 5.00. The program provides discounts at participating pharmacies for prescription drugs.
The range of discounts will vary depending on the pharmacy and prescription drug. The program does not make
payments directly to the participating pharmacies. Program members are obligated to pay for 100 percent of the purchase
price of all prescription drugs but will receive a discount from participating pharmacies that have contracted with the
program. You may access a list of participating pharmacies at www.advancedrugcard.com. Upon request, the program
will make available a written list of participating pharmacies. VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW. The program and its
administrators shall have no liability for providing or guaranteeing service by participating pharmacies or for the quality of
service rendered by participating pharmacies.
*Medicare statement applies to MD residents when pharmacy discounts are part of program.
This plan is administered by IHC Health Solutions,
2101 West Peoria Avenue, Ste. 100, Phoenix, AZ 85029.
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